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Multiparticle production processes are studied by a Monte Carlo simula-
tion method based on the statistic thermodynamical three-cluster model. It is 
shown that the observed multiplicity distributions at Vs = 200, 540 and 900 
Ge V are well described by our simulation. The leading particle effect is also 
estimated in this analysis. 
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It has been long time since the hypothesis of KNO scaling [1] was proposed: The 
experimental data of multiplicity distributions show the validity of KNO scaling up to 
CERN ISR coUider energy regions [2]. But it became apparent by the appearance of 
CERN SPS collider [3] that precocious KNO scaling is broken and the KNO function 
has energy dependence. The KNO function, however, is useful even now to analyze the 
experimental data. 
On the other hand it is well known that the cluster model [4] is available in the short-
range correlation mechanism in multiparticle production processes. On this view point 
we have investigated statistic thermodynamical three-cluster model [5] for the multiplicity 
distributions. In this model we have the energy dependent correction term for the KNO 
function as follows: 
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< n > Pn = 27 Z2 exp (-3z) [1- 3 (3Z - 6 + ~) + 0 ( 1 2)]' (1) 2 2<n> Z <n> 
where Pn is the distribution function in terms of multiplicity n and z = n/ < n > means 
scaling parameter. Equation (1) has energy dependence through average multiplicity 
< n >. The above formula well reproduces the experimental data up to CERN SPS 
collider energy regions. However, we have to consider the leading particle effect if we 
analyze the multiplicity distributions more precisely. In order to introduce the leading 
particle effect, we will use a Monte Carlo simulation method to the cluster model, and 
analyze realistic hadrons exclusively. 
In this article we will improve the three-cluster model by using Monte Carlo technique, 
and interpret the multiplicity distributions at CERN SPS collider energies. We summarize 
our treatment for the two step hadron formation processes based on the three-cluster 
model as follows [5], [6]: 
1. At first we fix average fractional energy < x > of leading particles, and determine 
two leading energies randomly. The flat energy distribution of leading particles has 
been observed at .JS = 62 GeV [7]. However, we leave < x > unknown parameter 
in the SPS collider energy regions. 
2. Next we determine mass of three clusters Mi (i = 1,2,3) with probability density 
exp( -Md < M »/ < M > where average cluster mass < M > depends on initial 
collision energy. 
3. Using the energy-momentum conservation law 
(2) 
and 
Pll + PI2 + Pl + P2 + P3 = 0, (3) 
where Eli (Pli) and Ei (Pi) means energy (momentum) of i-th leading particle and 
i-th cluster respectively, we get momenta of three clusters moving along the initial 
collision direction. 
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4. Finally, we impose isotropic hadron radiation from a cluster with the energy dis-
tribution function exp( -E/ < E »/ < E > in the rest system of a cluster. This 
energy distribution yields exponentially falling behavior of the transverse momen-
tum distributions. 
It should be noticed that there is a relation between average cluster mass < M > and 
total hadron multiplicity < n > as follows: 
< n >< E> 
<M>f'V 3 (4) 
where Xi means fractional energy of i-th leading particle. We can get average hadron 
energy < E> from a slope parameter of the transverse momentum distributions. 
It is stressed that through our simulation process we used only one adjustable param-
eter which is chosen to be average fractional energy < x >. In Figs. la - c, we show 
our results of a Monte Carlo simulation which reproduce well the experimental data [3]. 
It turns out from our analysis that the leading particle effect increases slightly as energy 
increase. The average fractional energy < x > goes to 0.67 up to Vs = 900 GeV. 
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Fig. la - c Results of simulation of the multiplicity distributions. a) VS=200 GeV; 
b) y's=540 GeV; c) VS=900 GeV. The experimental data are taken from ref. [3]. 
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900GeV This result correct our previous analysis 
[6] in which we have treated the inclu-
sive pseudorapidity distributions by using 
< n > P. 
< x > = 0.85. We estimate < x > ~ 0.75 
at Vs = 40 Te V. In this connection the 
analysis of the multiplicity distributions 
at SSC collider energy regions is eagerly 
waited. 
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